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INSTRUCTIONS FOR USE
Equipment installation instructions

To set up the equipment you will need the following: Baltic Bed, Handset and Charger. Additional
available options are: hoops, cotsides, mattresses and auto functions. Centrobed supplies all of
these.

Fig 1. Baltic on Carriers
The Baltic Bed will come supplied on
its carriers [see Fig 1] unless other
arrangements have been made with
regards to delivery.
It will require
to lift and
assemble the sections of the Baltic Bed.
Because of the complexity of the bed
it should only be assembled and
installed by trained engineers.
This equipment may be assembled for
you upon delivery if this has been
arranged.
A mains power surge protector must be
used on this bed.
Fig 2

1) Loosen handwheels on the backrest
and knee break sections.

2)

are required to lift the
backrest section off of the carriers.

Fig 3

3)

are required to lift the
knee break section off of the carriers.

Fig 4

4 )Loosen the hand wheels on the
underside of the carriers, remove the
ends from the carriers.
Note the side of the carrier with the
raised post, indicating the head end.
lay the ends flat on the floor with 4 bars
pointing upwards.

Fig 5

5) Two people should lift the backrest
section onto the head end and tighten
up the lower handwheels.
Then lift the knee break section
onto the foot end, and then tighten up
the handwheels.
Fig 6

6) Ensure that the backrest section
looks like the picture [
]
Two people should now turn the ends
over onto their sides facing each other
as in Fig 7.
Now slide the two halves of the bed
together.

Fig 7

7)
There are gaps where the bed joins
together. To resolve push sections
together. When there are no gaps
tighten hand wheels.

Fig 8

8)
No gaps present where the bed joins
together.

Fig 9

9) a. Unwrap the cables for the end
motors and plug them into the
corresponding ports on the control
box. These ports are clearly
labelled.
b. Plug the cable from the knee break
motor into the control box. This is
labelled as knee and is in between
foot and left ports.
c. The other three ports should have
plugs in them already. This Is
because the side turn motors and
the backrest motor are all attached
to the backrest section and do not
need removing when the bed is put
on it's carriers.

Fig 10a

Fig 10b

10)

are required to lay
the bed down flat on its wheels.
The handset is usually attached to the
right side of the bed as you lay in it
when the bed is delivered. If this is
the side that it is required, plug the
connectors from the reset switch into
the connectors on the corresponding
coloured wires that come from the
underside of the battery box.

11) If the handset needs to be on the left
side as you lay in the bed, connect
the connectors from the underside
of the battery box into the connectors
with corresponding coloured wires
on the reset extension cable. Then
plug the handset into the socket on
the left side of the bed. Secure the
cable with the P-clip and then connect
the other end of the reset extension
cable into the corresponding coloured
wires that come from the reset switch,
which is attached to the handset.

Fig 11

Fig 12a

The side in which the handset Is
connected can be changed in future if
required.
Socket
Clip

Fig 12b

12) Untie the restraints from the knee
break section [x2] and from the
backrest section [x1].

Fig 13a

Fig 13b

13) Plug the charger into the socket
found on the underside of the battery
box as detailed in the picture to the
right.

Fig 14

Using your Baltic

Caution should be taken by anybody using the bed. Take reasonable care for your own health and
safety and that of others who may be affected by what you do. Care should also be taken to ensure
that the bed does not come into contact with any items around it. Do not put items under the bed as
they may be crushed or the bed may be damaged when it is moved.
The handset is a low voltage device, which uses 24V DC, has 12 buttons for controlling the sections
of the bed, described below.
Note: This bed is battery powered, and supplied with a battery charger. The charger is intended
to be connected permanently - please keep it connected.
Note: The optional "Auto Function" disables the handset for the duration for any movement it makes.
The turning movement cannot be used at the same time as the knee and backrest sections. If the
backrest is raised, and one of the side up buttons is pressed, then the backrest will lower first.
The reverse is also true.
Application

The Baltic Bed is a fully featured care bed, offering a range of functions. It is suitable for people
who experience problems getting in and out of bed, or getting to a sitting position, and who need
help turning from side to side. The Baltic Bed can also make it easier for carers to gain access to
patients and communicated with them, as well as assisting them with patient handling and turning.
The Baltic Bed can support a patient in variable positions for added comfort, pressure relief or
drainage. The Baltic Bed has clearance* underneath for patient transfer hoists and lifts.
[*Clearance may vary due to individual requirements. See variants below.]
Variants

The Baltic Bed has a standard mattress length of 78" [1980 mm], the standard mattress platform is
16" [405 mm] from the floor, and has a lift of 16" [405 mm]. The standard widths are three-foot
[36" or 915 mm], three-foot-six [42" or 1097 mm] and four-foot [48" or 1220 mm].
There are two other options for the lift of 10" [254 mm] and 20" [300 mm].
These beds can also be tailored for size and height. These and other options can be decided
between one of our representatives and your Occupational Therapist.

Cleaning

The Baltic Bed can be used in a variety of different environments; this must be taken into
consideration when deciding on the cleaning regime. Cleaning should start with a damp cloth to
remove any large deposits of dirt, and then everything should be disinfected with an anti-bacterial
gel or an alcohol based cleaner. This bed is intended to be recycled [cleaned, serviced and reused].
Servicing

The Baltic Bed should be serviced annually and a PAT electrical safety test should be done during
that service.
Back up batteries

It is very important to keep the battery charger plugged in at all times. If the battery charger is
disconnected, the charge in the battery will last about two days. If the batteries are allowed to go
completely flat then allow the bed to charge for six hours before using the bed again. Use during
this charging period may cause damage to the electronics of the bed.
Repairs

Repairs to this equipment should only be carried out by, or under the supervision of, a
suitable trained engineer. Please contact the provider of the equipment [your Occupational
Therapist / District Nurse] to arrange for any repairs.
Note: If this equipment was purchased direct from Centrobed, you may contact us on the
details given at end of this manual. If another organisation supplied this equipment to you,
please contact the supplying company with regards to arranging repairs.
Many repairs can be avoided if the checklist is followed first. See page 14. Items on the
checklist are NOT covered by the warranty.

Safety Warning

When using the Baltic, please ensure you are aware of the risks to people, animals and
especially children etc when moving the device.
This unit is battery powered. Ensure its fuses are removed from the bed before attempting any
repairs. Only qualified personnel should service this unit.
See "Using your Baltic Bed"
Parts available from Centrobed

Actuators [motors]

Handsets [Controls]

Others

Code

Part Description

594

Backrest

593

Knee

592

Side Turn 35°

592/A

Side Turn 55°

448

10” Lift

685

16” Lift

667

20” Lift

744

End Motor Heavy Duty Ends

595

12 Button

595/A

12 Button with lockout

482

Charger

5I26

Battery Box

5I25

Control Box [specify if HD Ends]

742

End Motor Control Box Heavy
Duty [Ends]

Specification
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England
Baltic / Baltic Auto
Independent Turning Bed
Depends on size [i]
230 V ~ [AC]
50 Hz
1A Peak
20mA
3.15A + 10A
II
BF
BS EN 60601-1
BS EN 60601-1-2
100%
10%

[i] +/- 20% depending on size and options.
Other important information

Class II means this equipment is double insulated.
Type BF is the level of patient protection this equipment gives.
This is ordinary equipment intended for indoor use only.
Do not use this equipment near explosive gases, anaesthetics etc.
Clean this frame with warm soapy water and allow to dry before use. To disinfect clean with alcohol
based cleaner or an anti-bacterial gel.
Centrobed Ltd or trained personnel should service this equipment once a year.
Reset Switch
Models from September 2009 will be fitted with a reset switch.
The reset switch is located to the user's right hand side and is mounted on the bed frame below the
mattress, approximately in-line with bed user's shoulder. The reset switch is operated by switching
the rocker-switch off and then on, thus re-setting the bed.
Please do not store anything under beds.

Transport & Storage
This equipment must be stored between 10°C to 50°C, 0% to 90% humidity and 800 hPa to 1060
hPa atmospheric pressure. This equipment should only be usedbetween 5°C and 40°C, 0% to
90% humidity and 800 hPa to 1060 hPa atmospheric pressure.

Interface
Interference should not occur between this and other equipment, such as televisions, radios and
other electronic equipment. If you have any interference involving your Baltic Bed, try relocating
the Baltic Bed and / or the other equipment; also try to connect them on different mains circuits.
Always use a mains power surge protector.

Recycling
This equipment contains batteries that should be removed and disposed of inaccordance with
current regulations. Other parts such as electronics should also be recycled when you wish to
dispose of your bed. Otherwise return to Centrobed for Environmental recycling.

Checklist
It is important to follow this procedure as it will save time and ensure some functions
are working which other functions depend on.
First, categorise the fault ...

The bed does not do anything whatever button is pressed on the handset

Check the bed is switched on - see Section 1

Check the lock key is in - see Section 2

Reset the bed - see Section 3

Check the charger - see Section 4

Check the 10 amp fuse - see Section 5

Check the 3.15 amp fuse - see Section 6

The bed does some of the things it is asked
to but not all of them

Sides are not working - see Section 7

Back and / or knee not working - see Section 8

Up and down not working - see Section 9

Auto functions not working - see Section 10

Check charger - see Section 4

Fuses 3.15 amp - see Section 6

Fuses 7.5 amp - see Section 11

One of the functions works slowly and another may or may not work properly

Check the charger - see Section 4

Check the fuses 3.15 amp - see Section 6

Section 1 - Check the bed is switched on
Most Baltic beds have a black switch just below the handset where the cable becomes curly [see
further details below]. This is called the "on - off" or "re-set" switch. Ensure this switch is ON.
Move the switch each way and press a button on the handset, check if the light on the handset
lights up. If the light comes on [even if the bed does nothing else] then the bed is switched on. If
the light does not come on then either the battery is very flat, a fuse has blown or something is
disconnected.
Further Details
Sometimes this switch may be mounted elsewhere rather than on the handset or not fitted at all.
To find this switch you can follow the middle-sized cable from the bottom of the battery box, which
also needs to be checked. If the switch is suspected, disconnect the red terminals underneath the
battery box and connect the two from the box together. On beds that are post September 2009, the
switch is fitted to the frame as described in Other Information.
Section 2 - Check the locking key is In
Your handset may feature a locking key below the buttons. Ensure the key is plugged fully into the
handset.
Further Details
If the socket where the key plugs into is loose, there s a good chance that the wires will have
become detached. You will need to replace the handset or the handset may need to be re-soldered
inside.
Section 3 - Reset the bed
If your bed has an On - Off switch, turn the bed off, wait 20 seconds and then switch It back on again.
If you do not have a switch, remove the 10 amp fuse [for 20 seconds]
As described in Section 5.
Section 4 - Check the charger
See section 13 on chargers to identify the type of charger you have. Check there is a light on the
charger. Ensure the charger is plugged into the wall socket and that the socket is switched on.
Test the mains socket by plugging something else into the socket. When you operate the bed the
charger should go into full charging mode immediately, if this is not the case check that the charger
is plugged into the bottom of the bed. Locate the charger socket on the bed [Section 12]. The
charger has a plug at its end, which needs to be plugged into the socket on the bottom of the battery
Box.
Section 5 - Check the 10 amp fuse
This is the fuse which protects the battery / control circuitry. Locate the battery box [see Section 12].
On the bottom of the battery box there are two fuse holders [black knobs]. There will be a label
next to these, which identifies the fuses. Unscrew the fuse holder next to the 10 amp label. The
fuse will come out in the fuse holder cap. You should be able to see the element inside the fuse.
If the element is missing or the glass in the middle is blackened, the fuse has blown and needs to be
replaced. A continuity meter will confirm if the fuse is ok.
Section 6 - Check 3.15 amp fuse [old version 2 amp]
This is the fuse which protects the charger / battery circuitry. Locate the battery box [see Section 12].
On the bottom of the battery box there are two fuse holders [black knobs]. There will be a label next
to these, which identifies the fuses. Unscrew the fuse holder next to the 3.15 amp label. The fuse
will come out in the fuse holder cap. You may be able to see the element inside the fuse. If the
element is missing of the glass in the middle is blackened, the fuse has blown and needs to be
replaced. A continuity meter will confirm if the fuse is ok.
Section 7 - Sides not working
If the sides of the bed do not work then the first check that should be made is that there is nothing
stopping the backrest or knee sections from lowering fully. There are switches that control the ability
of the side to rise. These are located under the bed and have bolts that operate the switches when
the back and knee are lowered. If these switched are not operated the sides will not raise therefore
if should be checked that these are being operated properly.
Section 8 - Back or knee not working
If the backrest or the knee section of the bed does not work then the first check that should be made
is that there is nothing stopping the side sections from lowering fully. There are switches that control
the ability of the backrest and knee rise. These are located under the side of the bed. The side
sections operate the switches when they are lowered. If these switches are not operated the
backrest and knee will not rise, therefore it should be checked that these are being operated properly.

Section 8 - Back or knee not working
If the backrest or the knee section of the bed does not work then the first check that should be made
is that there is nothing stopping the side sections from lowering fully. There are switches that control
the ability of the backrest and knee rise. These are located under the side of the bed. The side
sections operate the switches when they are lowered. If these switches are not operated the
backrest and knee will not rise, therefore it should be checked that these are being operated properly.
Section 9 - Up and down not working
First ensure that the handset is fully plugged in. Secondly, determine which type of ends you have
on your bed. The two types are referred to as "standard 2 motor ends" or "heavy duty 4 motor ends".
Standard 2 motor ends - This type has 2 motor ends per bed. They are black or dark Brown
plastic boxes located between the wheels. Check that the cables from the motors At the end of the
bed are plugged into the control box. To find the control box see Section 12.
Heavy-duty 4 motor ends - These ends have 4 motors to lift the bed. Each corner of the bed has
an alloy tube with a plastic motor casing at the bottom. This type of bed may have a separate
handset for operating the high / low function of the bed if, it has use this handset. Press both the up
and down buttons on the handset at the same time to lower the bed. Next raise the bed to its
maximum height using the up button. If this doesn't work follow the cables from each of the motors
to the "4 motor control box". Ensure all of the cables are plugged in there should be 6. Two of
these cables should go to the main control box on the outer side of the bed. Ensure these are
plugged in.
Section 10 - Auto functions not working
The most common fault with auto functions is that the lights come on but nothing moves. This is
due to the auto box being part way through a program when the button is pressed. If you want an
immediate movement reset the unit by holding the reset button down until all the lights come on.
Also remember the handset is disabled during auto functions. To fully reset the auto program
unplug the cable from the box, wait 20 seconds and plug it back in again. If the auto function does
not work at all check that the bed is working and then that the bed cable is plugged in at each end.
At the bed end the auto should be plugged into the socket marked "Auto".
Section 11 - Fuses 7.5 amp
These fuses protect the control box / motor circuitry.If everything else has been checked but one
motor still does not work check the fuses inside the control box [see Section 12]. These are 7.5
amp car style blade fuses. If one of these has blown they should be replaced as a pair.
Section 12 - Finding the battery and control boxes
Underneath the backrest of the bed there are two grey boxes. These are accessed easiest from
the right hand [as laying] side of the bed. On the bottom of one of these boxes you will find a thick
black cable [maybe a medium black cable], 2 black fuse holders and the charger socket.
Section 13 - Identify your charger
There are 2 groups of chargers "plug top" and "floor standing".
Plug top chargers have a light on the bulky part which plugs into the wall and are labelled "type 9640" or "type 9641".
Commonly these are made by "mascot". These chargers have a single light which changes colour depending on how
much charge is required ...
Type 9640
Red
Yellow
Green

Type 9641
Orange
Yellow
Green

Main Charge
Float Charge
No Charge - Battery Full

The main charge should come on if the bed is being used or for a few seconds after the bed has been used. This will
be on permanently if the bed has not been plugged in. The charger should be "float charging" most of the time. This
type of charger rarely gets to "full battery" as the control box is always drawing current. Floor standing chargers have
a mains plug and a separate box, which normally stands on the floor. On this type there is a separate plug and a
separate box that normally stands on the floor. On this type there is a separate plug with a lead in to a box on the floor.
On one end of the box there are 2 lights.
Explanation of lights ...
Red
Main Charge
Green
Float Charge
Red and Green [both on]
Disconnected from bed
Flashing / Alternating
Short circuit or other error
The main charge should come on if the bed is being used or for a few seconds after the bed has been used. This will
be on permanently if the bed has not been plugged in. The charger should be "float charging" most of the time.

Contact information
Telephone
(44) 01233 635353

Facsimile
(44) 01233 635351

Email
sales@centrobed.com

Website
www.centrobed.com
Anglo House, Wotton Road
Kingsnorth Industrial Estate
Ashford, Kent TN23 6LN, United Kingdom

Services
Have your order delivered
or have a factory trial*

Make use of our educational
posters, videos & presentations

Hire products at
affordable prices

Maintenance, repair & training courses available

* Only available on certain products

